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Only STEEL can do so many jobs so well
World's Largest Double Swing-Span Bridge.
The George P. Coleman Memorial Bridge spans
the deep swift York River between historic York-
town and Gloucester Point, Va. Two 500-foot
swing spans, each weighing 1,300 tons, pivot hori-
zontally on piers 44 feet in diameter, swinging
open simultaneously to provide a 450-foot free-
way that can accommodate the passage of even
the largest vessel. This 3,750-foot-long bridge was
fabricated and erected by U. S. Steel.
Landing at Sea. When a fighter pilot lands
his plane on a flattop, one of his biggest prob-
lems is stopping the plane. To help him, a hook
attached near the plane's tail engages one of
the galvanized wire cables, mounted on spring
brackets, that stretch across the deck. The re-
siliency of the cable, plus the bracket action,
helps the plane to stop promptly and safely.
Ready to Roll. Trains move faster to-
day, they carry heavier loads, they cover
longer distances. This puts a premium
on durability and safety in the wheels
they roll on. U. S. Steel has been mak-
ing wrought steel wheels for 47 years,
has helped to bring the art of wheel-
making to its present high level.
UNITED STATES STEEL
OPPORTUNITIES
WITH U. S. STEEL
If you're thinking about what you're
going to do after graduation . . . . if
you're interested in a challenging,
rewarding position with a progres-
sive company. . then it will pay you
to look into the opportunities with
United States Steel. Your placement
director can give you more details,
or we'll be glad to send you the in-
formative booklet, "Paths of Oppor-
tunity." United States Steel Corpo-
ration, 525 William Penn Place,
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
This trade-mark is your guide to quality steel
For further information on any product mentioned in this advertisement, write United States Steel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
AMERICAN BRIDGE • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE • COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL • CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING • NATIONAL TUBE
OIL WELL SUPPLY • TENNESSEE COAL & IRON • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY • Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 4-89
MORTON R. BERGER,
CASE INSTITUTE 1951,
• "Worthington was my choice," Mr. Berger says, "be-
cause of the excellent training and the unusual experiences
that are possible with a manufacturer having a worldwide
reputation, and worldwide distribution. Then, when a
company has seventeen divisions, including air condition-
ing, refrigeration, turbines, Diesel engines, compressors
and pumps of all kinds, construction machinery, and
power transmission equipment, a graduate engineer's
chances for getting into his chosen field are even better.
"Supporting these divisions are research, engineering,
production, purchasing, and sales, domestic and export.
The real opportunity, however, is in Worthington itself.
This is a company that is growing, just as it has for more
than a century. It is always looking for new, related
products and good men to engineer, produce, and sell
"I chose
Worthington
for
opportunities
in international
trade"
them—at home and abroad.
"I began my career with Worthington's training pro-
gram in the Research and Development Laboratory, where
full-scale equipment is designed, tested and improved.
This experience gave me an understanding of the tremen-
dous part the company plays in the everyday life of mil-
lions of people. Within fourteen months I was sent to
Mexico to inspect the facilities of our distributors there.
"The opportunities for first-hand laboratory experience,
sales training and contact, travel and field trips, among
many others, make Worthington a first-rate company for
the young engineer with a desire to learn and progress in
his work."
When you're thinking of a good job, think high—think
Worthington.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, see Your College Placement
Bureau, or write to the Personnel and Training Department, Wor-
thington Corporation, Harrison, N. J.
WORTHINGTON
THE SIGN OF VALUE AROUND THE WORLD
3.26
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THE PERCENTAGE of hydrogen in
liquid hydrocarbons can be determined
by making two simultaneous measure-
ments on the sample to give (1) density
and (2) the absorption rate for beta.
rays. The weight percentage of hydro-
gen in the sample is computed from
these measurements and a calibration
curve. The new instrument shown here,
a Standard Oil development, measures
the beta ray absorption rate.
BETA RAY
used to speed hydrogen measurement
The problem: How to measure the percentage of
hydrogen in organic compounds in a short time.
The established process was combustion. It
took about four hours, and so discouraged the
use of hydrogen determinations. But such
analyses are increasingly important. Processes
in the petroleum and chemical industries often
involve hydrogenation or dehydrogenation. In
addition, the percentage of hydrogen is an
index to the performance of critical fuels such
as those used in jet planes.
A rapid method for measuring hydrogen
content would therefore be a great help in
both research work and plant control. Standard
Oil's Engineering Research Department, spe-
cialists in solving technical problems, took on
this challenging assignment.
A new machine—a beta ray hydrogen ana-
lyzer—was invented and constructed. It gives
results in five minutes, and is twice as accu-
rate as the old combustion method. It is so
easy to operate that a laboratory technician
can use it.
Problems such as this are met continually
in Standard Oil laboratories. They offer an
opportunity for young men with training in
chemistry and engineering to test their knowl-
edge, skill and ingenuity.
Standard Oil Company (y rSTAN DO
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
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Frontispiece
Symbolizing the progress of the Ameri-
can oil industry, a new cat-cracker goes
up at Shell Oil Company's Dominguez,
California refinery. Courtesy of AMERI-
CAN HOIST AND DERRICK COMP-
ANY.
The Cover
ined up for inspection are these tailcones
or G.E. J-47 jet engines. The J-47 powers
some of our most famous aircraft, in-
cluding the Boeing B-47 Stratojet and the
North American F-86 Sabre, holder of the
fficial world's speed record. Courtesy of
GENERAL ELECTRIC.
PHOTO CREDITS: Pages 10, 11, and 20,
ENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY;
age 18, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
CORPORATION.
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1954
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Polytechnic Institute during the
present school year to learn more about your college entrance and the highly
accredited engineering courses available to you at Rose. The next freshman class
will be admitted September 13, 1954.
NOBLE C. BLAIR
Admissions Counselor
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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Another example of opportunities for engineers at LINK-BELT
Baby cream or volatile solvents—LINK-BELT
helps make chemical processing more efficient
On this Link-Belt universal
crescent flat top conveyor chain,
jars of baby cream take this irregular
path, each always riding separately on its
own chain top plate.
Volatile solvents are efficiently recovered by a
Monotube Dryer, one of many Link-Belt prod-
ucts widely used in chemical processing in-
dustry.
One source . . . one responsibility
for conveying and power transmission machinery
The mammoth chemical industry moves and processes millions
of tons of materials with LINK-BELT equipment
IN almost every phase of the hugechemical industry, you'll find
Link-Belt conveying, processing and
power transmission machinery at
work. Likewise at quarries, mines
and farms . . . in refineries, mills
and factories—Link-Belt equipment
handles materials every step of the
way. This efficient equipment pro-
vides the high-capacity, trouble-free
operation that brings more goods to
more people at a lower price.
Hundreds of Link-Belt products
serve all industry. And many engi-
neers are needed to staff the labora-
tories, plants, engineering and sales
offices of this nationwide organiza-
tion. For facts on how you can be-
come one of them, write for fully
illustrated booklet, "An Introduction
to Link-Belt." Or, if you're in the
vicinity, stop in at one of the plants
listed below.
LINK
13,377
BELT
LINK-BELT COMPANY
Executive Offices:
307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
Atlanta  1116 Murphy Ave., S. W.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. .1201 Sixth St., S. W.
Chicago 9 300 W. Pershing Road
Chicago 8 2410 West 18th St.
Colmar, I'z-----ylvania 3400 Walnut
Houston 1 3203 So. Wayside
Indianapolis 6 220 S. Belmont Ave.
Indianapolis 6 519 N. Holmes Ave.
Los Angeles 33 361 S. Anderson Ave.
Minneapolis 5 200 Lyndale Ave., N.
Philadelphia 40 
 2045 W. Hunting Park Ave.
San Francisco 24 400 Paul Ave.
Seattle 4 3405 Sixth Ave., S.
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A MESSAGE TO
COLLEGE ENGINEERING
STUDENTS
from J. M. Wallace, Manager, Meter Div.,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
University of Pittsburgh, 1935
To the man who wants more than a job
You and I know that getting a job is not a problem
these days. Industry needs thousands of young engineers.
But the man who wants more than a job might well
pause and consider just how he is going to find his special
opportunity. It cannot be found everywhere.
The man I'm talking about wants interesting work
with a future, yes—but also something more. He is
determined to help make the world a better place in
YOU CAN BE SURE...IF 11t
Westinghouse
which to live—and wants a job that will enable him to
do this. He is co-operative in his work, but demands the
dignity of being treated as an individual. This man had
high purpose when he elected a career as an engineer.
I know this man. He's many men at Westinghouse.
He's an engineer's engineer.
You, who want more than a job, are this man, too.
You will be among your own at Westinghouse. G-10273
For information on career opportunities
with Westinghouse, consult Placement
Officer of your University, or send for
our 44-page book, Finding Your Place
in Industry.
Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional
Educational Co-ordinator, Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Merchandise Mart
Plaza, Chicago 54, Illinois.
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Freshmen, you have completed your first semester and are now com-
pletely settled in the ways of life at Rose.
The next few months will probably be the most important of your col-
lege career. You will be called upon for many important and influencing
decisions. Your success here will depend on these decisions, so start pre-
paring now for the future.
Last semester your only worry, outside of the sophomores, was with
your grades. Now that you know where you stand and what you can do,
there are other problems to be met that will have far reaching effects on
your future success.
Very soon now you will have the opportunity of joining one
of the four fraternities at Rose. Your decision will not be an easy one.
You must think very carefully before making a choice, but by all means,
let it be your own.
Those of you who have not already entered into extra-curricular activi-
ties should consider doing so if at all possible. There are many good organi-
zations at Rose and you should be able to find at least one that is suitable
to your talents. Whether it be The Technic, Modulus, Glee Club, or Camera
Club the benefits you derive will far exceed the efforts you put into it.
Finally, the most important decision will come in choosing your field
of engineering. You should begin thinking about this now. Talk to the
Dean, talk to the instructors in the different departments, talk to the
upperclassmen, then consider carefully all this information and you will
come up with the right decision.
So, freshmen, remember, in the next few months give special attention
to all the decisions you will have to make, your future success depends
on it.
1 W. e.
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In our everyday world, we usual-
ly assume that what our senses tell
is all there is to tell; this, however,
is not true. There is a vast world
of sound which is beyond the reach
of the human ear. Although a similar
world of light of wavelengths beyond
the visible spectrum exists, we shall
confine this discussion to sound.
Sounds may be classified into
three groups: (1) those which are
pitched too high for us to hear or
ultrasonic, (2) those which a young
person of normal hearing can hear
or sonic, and (3) those which are
pitched too low for perception by the
human ear or infrasonic. All sounds
are produced by vibrating bodies and
are transmitted by some medium —
a gas, liquid, or solid. The differ-
ences in sounds lie in their wave-
lengths. Since ultrasonic sound is
the most unusual, its creation and
uses are interesting to note.
The study of ultrasonic sounds is
not a new one; as early as the first
World War scientists sought efficient
G.E. scientist with
methods of producing these sounds
in enough quantity for practical use.
Since this problem has Leen partial-
ly licked, more research into appli-
cations has become possible.
During World War II, we all heard
of Sonar, which is a device for lo-
cating underwater objects using ul-
trasonic sound waves. There have
been subsequent rumors of mysteri-
ous "death rays" using these sounds,
but, although high frequency sound
probably could kill a man if it was
sufficiently intensified, research has
proved large scale use for this pur-
pose impractical — rifles are more
effective.
Ultrasonic sounds have been pro-
duced by making use of either of
two natural effects: (1) the piezoe-
electric effect, or (2) the magneto-
strictive effect. When certain crystals
have opposite charges of electricity
placed on opposite faces they change
their physical dimensions; this is
known as the piezoelectric effect. By
using rapidly alternating voltages,
ultrasonic generator model.
therefore, it is possible to make a
crystal expand and contract so rapid-
ly as to produce vibrations of ultra-
sonic nature. Every crystal which is
capable of piezoelectricity has a cer-
tain frequency at which it gives its
maximum amount of energy. Among
the crystals which have been used
for producing ultrasonic sound are
natural quartz, rochelle salts, tour-
maline, and certain artificial ceramic
materials.
In the piezoelectric type generator,
the faces of the crystal receiving the
charge are covered by a coating of
a good conductor — either by plating
or in some cases by a type of foil.
Crystals are held by specially de-
signed holders for which various
patents have been issued. Literature
on various shapes, sizes, and methods
of holding crystals is available in
several technical works.
The second method of radiating
ultrasonic vibrations, magnetostric-
ton, will produce sound of frequen-
cies up to 300,000 vibrations per sec-
ond. Its effectiveness depends on the
fact that the dimensions of metallic
bodies change when they become
magnetized. Thus, when a rapidly
alternating magnetic field vibrates
in resonance with an alternating cur-
rent, the magnetostrictive effect can
be used to produce ultrasonic vibra-
tions just as piezolectricity does.
Some of the metals which are ordin-
arily used in the production of the'
sound waves are alloys of nickel,
chromium, iron, and cobalt.
There are several types of ultra-
sonic systems, and they are used in
many different ways. General Elec-
tric is currently producing one model
of generator which has found a var-
iety of uses in the field of cleaning
small parts. As illustrated, it consists
of electronic equipment contained in
a cabinet about two feet square by
three feet high. On top of the cabinet
is a container which has the quartz
crystal built into its bottom. The re-
quired liquid cleaner or solvent is
poured into the container and the
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By Paul Mason, soph., e.e.
John Scott, soph., e.e.
part to be cleaned is immersed in it.
The electronic equipment is made up
of a circuit which involves capaci-
tances, inductances, and a power
tube. The output of this circuit goes
into a tuning coil which is mated to
the quarty crystal to provide its res-
onant frequency (maximum energy
output frequency) .
Another type of generator, used in
testing and detection devices, is call-
ed the continuous wave generator.
All continuous wave systems use two
crystals, one for sending and the
other for receiving the sound. Natur-
ally, it is very important that the
two crystals to be tuned to exactly
the same frequency, since mistuning
results in a great loss of signal
strength.
A pulsed ultrasonic system is one
in which the sound is emitted in
bursts; the same crystal that pro-
duces the sound may also receive it.
It is evident that a crystal cannot
produce waves and receive them at
the same time, so the output is mod-
ulated and timed to send and receive
at regular intervals. In test equip-
ment the signals received are read on
the face of a cathode ray tube.
Recent developments in the per-
fection of transducer heads (the vi-
brating element, e. g. crystal) have
produced a new ceramic transducer
which has some advantages over the
natural quartz crystal head. The new
head looks like half of a small ceram-
ic (porcelain-like) pipe cut length-
wise and requires only 40 volts for
operation as compared with several
hundred for quartz vibrators.
In focusing and concentrating ul-
trasonic energy, the principles ap-
plied are similar to those in the field
of optics; convex and concave sur-
faces are ground on the faces of
crystals to produce diverging or con-
verging beams, respectively. Like-
wise, parabolic surfaces may be
formed by crystals arranged in a
mosaic pattern for concentration of
the beam. (More than one crystal
can be used to produce vibrations;
crystals may be stacked vertically or
arranged in mosaics) .
The development of the technique
for producing ultrasonic sound has,
since their discovery, aided science
and technology in ways never dream-
ed of in the pre-ultrasonic era. Ultra-
sonics is now "washing" clothes bet-
ter and faster, dissipating fogs, arti-
ficially aging whiskey, stabilizing
photographic plates, sterilizing milk,
making seeds grow faster, increasing
the rate of chemical reactions, and
prolonging the life of costly catalysts.
Sound can boil an egg, penetrate
more than thirty feet of solid steel,
or mix immiscible liquids such as
oil and water so that the substances
won't separate for years to come.
Ultrasonic sound, however, has some
applications even more useful than
these.
For example, pulsed ultrasonic
systems have been used for a num-
ber of years in testing different ma-
terials for flaws. The instrument used
for this purpose, the Reflectoscope,
locates defects by means of the echo
principle. It tests such things as loco-
motive axles by sending a beam of
ultrasound (500,000 to 20,000,000 c.
p. s.) through them. The beam is re-
flected from all surfaces (as between
metal and air) , and the reflected
sound can be converted to electrical
energy and made to modify a beam
of electrons sweeping hack and forth
on the face of a cathode ray tube.
Thus the front and rear surfaces of
the material being tested, as well as
any voids between, can be detected
by simply photographing the "tele-
vision screen" in action. This method
is much simpler and faster than the
X-ray inspection methods sometimes
used in the detection of flaws in
metals; moreover, because of recent
improvements such as the immersion
in water of both the part to be in-
spected and the quartz crystal which
emits the sound waves, much larger
and more complicated shapes can
now be inspected.
Small parts cleaned by ultrasonic cleaning machine.
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Editor's Note: In order to acquaint
students with certain. aspects of en-
gineering and also what will be ex-
pected of them in the professional
world, the TECHNIC, along with
other members of E.C.M.A., is in-
augurating a series of articles 979ro-
fessional engineers, each of whom is
a recognized authority) in his field.
Mr. Frank L. Flood is one of the
top sanitation engineers in the na-
tick'n. A graduate of Northeastern
University, he holds engineering
licenses in ten states, the District of
Columbia, and Ontario. He has had a
hand in the solution of sewage 
posal problems in all major areas of
the country (including Indianapolis,
Indiana).
Mr. Flood is a member of the
American Society of civil Engineers,
Boston Society of Civil Engineers,
New England Water Works lissocia-
tion, Federation of Sewage & Indus-
trial Wastes Association, American
Public Health Association, and
American Institute of Consulting En-
gineers.
It will be the purpose of this paper
to concentrate on what the young
sanitary engineer should learn
through college training and during
the first few years thereafter.
First, I would like to summarize
certain general beliefs with which
I am in accord.
1. The sanitary engineer must be
thoroughly grounded in the funda-
mental principles of the natural 
ences: mathematics, physics, che
try, geology, and biology.
2. The arrangement of courses in
these subjects should be in accord-
ance with the scope of the problems
which generally arise in the practice
of sanitary engineering.
3. The elements of mechanics,
structural design, materials of con-
struction, hydraulics, design of
waterworks and sewage works, prin-
Sanitation
ciples of public health and sanitation
and elements of electrical and mech-
anical engineering should be among
the subjects studied.
4. The young engineer should be
able to handle surveying instru-
ments with reasonable skill, keep
notes in the field, and plot the work
in the offi.ce.
5. He should be able to draw
reasonably well and needs to have
an appreciation of the value of well-
made plans and the value of clear
graphical presentation of the facts
by the use of plans, charts, and dia-
grams. The technical graduate should
realize that drafting is not Si
menial a task for him to perform.
6. He shouM be able to perform
the routine sanitary analyses of
water and sewage.
7. The sanitary engineer needs to
have a reasonably broad cultural
background and to this end subjects
such as English, history, and litera-
ture should be included in his edu-
cation.
8. Some degree of training in the
principles of economics and in busi-
ness and public health law should
be acquired.
9. A young engineer should learn
the need for economy in the engi-
neering expense put into the study
and solution of a problem. He should
have judgment as to the reasonable
amount of time needed to perform
a task.
10. The technical training should
give a man sufficient instruction in
report writing to enable him to rec-
ognize the facts to be set forth and
their relative importance and should
train him to present facts clearly and
in logical arrangement.
11. The young engineer should be-
come informed of the ordinary
political practices and the normal
operations of municipal, state and
federal agencies, particularly as they
aIfect public sanitary engineering
works. Service in an appointive or
elective capacity, particularly in
municipal government, is of consider-
able value in learning to deal with
municipal authorities in public works
matters.
For the most part, the above con-
clusions relate to education up to the
stage of postgraduate work. Some
elaboration as to the training of the
graS uate engineer may be of value.
While sanitary engineering covers a
broad field of engineering relating
to the betterment and control of en-
vironmental factors affecting the
public health, the more specific work
of the sanitary engineer in a private
engineering organization offers suffi-
cient scope for this discussion.
The engineering work of an organ-
ization, such as the one of which I
am a partner, has to do primarily
with investigations and reports, plans
and specifications, supervision -of
construction, and operation of water-
works, sewage works, industrial
wastes disposal, drainage, garbage,
and refuse disposal. Each individual
project is administered by a partner
with a project engineer in responsi-
ble charge. Usually the project engi-
neer is a professional sanitary engi-
neer.
For investigations and reports,
the field work may involve surveys,
gaging, sampling, testing, and de-
sign and operation of pilot plants.
The field men may include rodmen,
transitmen, party chiefs, assistant
engineers, and chemists. The reports
are compiled by the project engi-
neer with the help of assistant engi-
neers. The young sanitary engineer
should be capable of handling the
job of party chief, assistant engineer,
or chemist, the latter operating under
the supervision of a chief chemist.
The preparations of plans and
specifications on a project proceed
under the direction of the project
engineer. Functional drawings are
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Engineering
made by the engineers and assistant
engineers who are normally young
sanitary engineers. Most modern
sanitary engineering works are so
complex that the design then pro-
ceeds through office departments
which include structural, architec-
tural, mechanical, and electrical.
Each department is headed by a
senior engineer or architect and in-
cludes the designers, detailers,
draftsmen, and tracers. No one in
these catergories needs to be a sani-
tary engineer, but drafting ability
will be helpful to a young sanitary
engineer both to securing a job and
to retain steady employment.
A detailed quantity estimate is
usually required as a basis for esti-
mates of cost and the young sanitary
engineer can be useful and at the
same time learn much about the
functional details of the design while
on such work.
Specifications and contract docu-
ments are normally prepared by the
specifications engineer assisted by
the senior engineers and project
engineers. The young sanitary engi-
neer must learn requirements for
preparation of specifications and con-
tract documents and usually learns
by assisting either the project or
the specifications engineer.
In the construction of a project,
the professional sanitary engineer
may furnish field parties to supply
lines and grades, inspectors and resi-
dent engineers. It is very worthwhile
for a graduate sanitary engineer to
spend some time in the field as an
inspector or resident engineer.
Frequently, the professional sani-
tary engineer has the responsibility
for operation of a sewage treatment
plant or water purification plant
during the first year or two of oper-
ation. The young graduate sanitary
engineer would be very fortunate to
secure the experience of operating
either type of plant under the super-
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vision of the professional engineer.
A combination of experience dur-
ing the early years following the
graduation of a sanitary engineer
from college which includes investi-
gations and reports, preparation of
functional drawings, detailed esti-
mates of cost, preparation of speci-
fications and contract documents, in-
spection of construction and opera-
tion of plants should be ideal back-
ground toward the ultimate develop-
ment of a professional sanitary engi-
neer.
Continued employment and ad-
vancement of the young sanitary
engineer depend upon character,
ability, and opportunity.
The sanitary engineering profes-
sion is still rapidly growing and de-
veloping. At no time are there com-
plete up-to-date textbooks. In order
to be properly informed, it is essen-
tial to a sanitary engineer to read
the technical literature in his field,
attend society meetings, study the
data furnished by manufacturers,
and inspect works that have been
built.
Bound volumes of magazines are
available in most large engineering
offices and in other engineering li-
braries maintained by the universi-
ties and societies. However, the
writer has found it extremely valu-
able to maintain a reference file of
material relating to the particular
field in which he is engaged, to clip
most of his personal technical maga-
zines, and file the articles according
to subject matter. Since the writer
has specialized in the field of sewage
disposal, his personal file is predom-
inantly on this subject.
The professional sanitary engineer
should take an active part in engi-
neering societies. The ASCE and a
number of regional engineering so-
cieties, such as the BSCE have active
sanitary engineering divisions. The
water, sewage, and industrial wastes
By Frank L. Flood
associations are supported to a con-
siderable degree by sanitary engi-
neers and the meetings and journals
present much material of factual
interest to them. The young sanitary
engineer should himself contribute
to the professional meetings and
technical press by means of articles
and discussions.
Much of the work of the sanitary
engineer must be dont with public
funds. The sanitary engineer is re-
quired to meet the public and deal
with public officials. He should be-
come well acquainted with the oper-
ations of municipal, state, and federal
agencies and inform himself as to the
laws, codes, rules, and regulations
under which his work must be per-
formed.
The professional sanitary engineer
engaged in public work must work
with politicians but apart from poli-
tics. It is generally recognized by
those holding either elective or ap-
pointive offices that the sanitary en-
gineer provides professional services
essential to the public welfare and
usually his work is carried on with-
out the interference of politics or
politicians. Occasionally a sanitary
engineer who has served profession-
ally under one administration finds
himself persona-non-grata when a
new administration takes over. This
may be regardless of whether a
change in political parties is involved
and whether or not his services have
been entirely satisfactory.
Activities in the sanitary engineer-
ing profession have been greatly
speeded up during recent years,
primarily because of the water pol-
lution abatement program which has
advanced on a nation-wide scale. A
secondary reason for increased ac-
tivities in recent years is the large
backlog of work to be done which
(Concluded on page 26)
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Whenever fastening problems arise
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Consider ELASTIC STOP NUTS
LOOK FOR THE RED
LOCKING COLLAR
It is threadless and resilient. Every bolt impresses
(but does not cut) its full thread contact in the
Red Elastic Collar to fully grip the bolt threads.
In addition, this threading action properly seats
the metal threads—and eliminates axial play
between bolt and nut threads. All Elastic Stop.
Nuts—regardless of type or size—lock in posi-
tion anywhere on a bolt or stud, maintain
accurate adjustments and seal against liquid
seepage. Vibration, impact or stress reversal
does not disturb prestressed or positioned set-
tings.
Whenever fastening presents a problem —ESNA is ready with a quick
answer. More than 3000 types and sizes of self-locking vibration-proof
fasteners—plus the "know-how" of ESNA engineers—are available here
at ESNA.
ESNA has long been known as "design headquarters" for self-lock-
ing fasteners. Accepted by Army, Navy and Air Force, virtually every
aircraft built in the past decade has been Elastic Stop Nut-equipped. On
the railroads, in the oil fields, on automobiles and construction equip-
ment, Elastic Stop Nuts manufactured to exacting quality control stand-
ards, are doing specialized jobs every day.
Be familiar with the design help ESNA offers. Write us for details
on Elastic Stop Nuts. Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America, 2330
Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J.
ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
ANCHOR i-A HIGHTEMPERATURE
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SPLINE CLINCH GANG
CHANNEL
NYLON
CAP
DESIGN HEADQUARTERS FOR SELF-LOCKING FASTENERS
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Engineers of virtually EVERY
type are needed on the Boeing team
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Mechanical, electrical, civil, aeronau-
tical — in fact, graduates in virtually
every field of engineering—find reward-
ing career opportunities here. There
are openings in design, research, in the
many phases of production, and for
physicists and mathematicians with
advanced degrees.
All engineering careers at Boeing
have one thing in common: they pro-
vide plenty of opportunity to get ahead.
Regular merit reviews are held. Ad-
vancement is keyed to your individual
ability, application and initiative.
The aviation industry offers you a
unique opportunity to gain experience
with new techniques and new materials.
It offers a wide range of application,
from applied research, to product de-
sign and production, all going on at
the same time.
What's more, you can expect long-
term career stability in the aviation in-
dustry. Boeing, for instance, is now
in its 37th year of operation, and actu-
ally employs more engineers today than
even at the peak of World War II.
Besides designing and building the
world's most advanced multi-jet air-
craft ( the B-47 and B-52 ) , Boeing con-
ducts one of the nation's major guided
missile programs, and such other proj-
ects as research on supersonic flight,
and nuclear power for aircraft.
Boeing engineering activity is con-
centrated at Seattle, 'Washington, and
Wichita, Kansas — communities with
a wide variety of recreational opportu-
nities as well as schools of higher
learning. The Company will arrange
a reduced work week to permit time
for graduate study and will reimburse
tuition upon successful completion of
each quarter's work.
For full details on opportunities at
Boeing and for dates when interviewers
will visit your campus,
consult your PLACEMENT OFFICE, or write:
RAYMOND J. B. HOFFMAN, Admin. Engineer
Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas
AirIZEZAW
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MoS2 in the pure state is a bluish
black powder which is soft and greasy
to the touch. Because of these prop-
erties it is sometimes mistaken for
another solid lubricant, graphite. It
has just been within the last five
years that concentrating and refin-
ing methods have been developed to
extract the pure Mo S2 from its ores
economically.
The ore, molybdenite, is mined in
Bohemia, Saxony, Great Britain,
Austrailia, and the United States. In
the United States the chief centers
of production are Arizona, Idaho,
New Mexico, Utah, Washington, and
Colorado. At Climax, Colorado,
molybdenite occurs disseminated
through quartz in a large vertical
pipe, deposited there by hot ascend-
ing magmatic solutions. This ore
body probably supplies more moly-
bdenite than the rest of the world's
total production. At the present, the
principal product from molybdenite
is the metal molybdenum, which is
in great demand for alloying with
steel to produce high speed steels.
Chemically, Mo S2 is relatively in-
ert. It is insoluble in organic solv-
ents, water, and most acids except
aqua regia, boiling concentrated
hydrochloric acid, chlorine, and
fluorine. It will react with pure oxy-
gen at room temperature to form the
trioxide, Mo203. In air it is much
more stable and oxidizes slowly only
at temperatures above 750°F. In a
vacuum or a neutral atmosphere it
has provided lubrication at 1000°F
without decomposition.
When Mo S2 powder is rubbed over
Load required to force a 1.001-in, pin into a 1.000-in. bushing. Black areas repre-
sent range in which chatter occured. Shaded area represents chatter in some tests.
not in others.
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By G. Ronald Runyan, jr., ch.e.
steel and the excess is removed, there
remains a visible film which cannot
be removed by washing with solv-
ents. The film can be removed by ab-
rasives or pickling in muriatic acid.
This fact indicates a bond between
the steel and the Mo S2, and this is
in agreement with the present ac-
cepted theory that a sulfur atom of
the molecule attaches itself to the
metal because of the natural affinity
that sulfur has for metals. The bonds
between the sulfur atoms and the
molybdenum atoms are strong, while
the bonds between adjacent sulfur
atoms are weak and will break under
pressure. Because of this fact and
because the crystal structure of Mo
S2, is hexagonal flat plates which
tend to slide over each other, the
lubricating properties of Mo S, in-
crease as the pressure is increased.
Typical Methods of Application
MO 52 may be rubbed into a bear-
ing surface by hand and will provide
some lubrication. The best method
to date of applying a solid film is to
tumble the desired parts in Mo S2
for several hours. This procedure
seems to result in a better bond be-
tween the metal and the Mo S2, re-
sulting in better lubrication than by
the first method described. Mo S2 is
available as a colloidal suspension in
oil or grease. In this form it would
seem that the Mo So acts as a re-
serve, providing lubricaton when the
main lubricating film is broken by
mechanical action or decomposed by
heat. It is sometimes used as a sus-
pension in a volatile carrier which
evaporates leaving a deposit of moly,
to provide lubrication. This practice
is not widely used because of the
fire hazord involved. Mo S2 may also
be combined with binders to form
stick lubricants which deposit the
Mo S, when rubbed over the bear-
ing surface.
Technical Findings
In Technical Note No. 1578 of Na-
(Concluded on page 30)
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You may not see it in their outward
appearances — but there's a big dif-
ference between these young men.
One has held three jobs in the five
years since graduation. He's still
looking for a job that offers him a
lifetime career. The other has been
with a Bell Telephone Company dur-
ing that time. He's on his way up!
Seventy-five per cent of college
men hired by the Bell Telephone
Companies since World War II are
still with these telephone companies
after five years! Here's why:
Telephone Work Is Interesting — As
an engineer, you'll be planning tele-
phone facilities or supervising construc-
tion, installation and maintenance.
THEY STARTED OUT EVEN AT GRADUATION:
Why is one doing better now?
You'll work with the newest develop-
ments in electronics and communica-
tions as you help expand and improve
the world's best telephone service.
There Are Places to Go—Each year
the number of college people hired is
related to estimates of the number of
future management positions expected
to be available. We are looking to the
future—yours and ours.
You Grow with a Growing Business
—The Bell System is one of the fastest
growing businesses in the world. Since
the end of World War II, it has spent
about nine billion dollars for new con-
struction. The past five years have seen
the introduction of network TV trans-
mission, dialing of Long Distance calls
and the development of the remarkable
transistor.
BELL TELEPHONE
You'll Be Happy—Not only because
of the interesting and rewarding work,
but for many other reasons. For in-
stance, Bell Telephone Companies are
located in all parts of the country. So
you may be able to start where you
want to live. And what about salaries?
It is the basic policy of the telephone
companies to pay salaries that compare
favorably with those positions of similar
responsibility in other fields.
No matter what your military
status, it's worth inquiring about
Bell System employment opportu-
nities. Your Placement Officer has
the details. And be sure to talk to
our employment representatives
when they visit the campus. The
time to plan your future is now!
SYSTEM
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HARDER GEARS
FOR BIG SHIPS
A major improvement has been
made in the method of hardening
rims of large gear Wheels used on
heavily-powered vessels. High hard-
ness can be obtained easily on small-
er wheels, but vessels like the U. S.
S. Forrestal require bull gears with
single-piece forged rims more than
13 feet across having built-up cen-
ters. Such wheels are fabricated by
arc welding and then stress is re-
lieved, which reduces hardness.
Westinghouse has developed new
techniques using low-hydrogen elec-
trodes that give sound welds with
molybdenum-vanadium steel, that
have resulted in hardness of tooth
surfaces between 223 and 260 Brin-
ell. This is well above the usual
range of 160 to 190. The advantages
of harder rims are less wear, and less
pitting at higher tooth loadings.
NON-MAGNETIC
MINE SWEEPER DRIVES
For the manufacture of reduction
gear units to transmit power from
engines to propellers of non-magnetic
Non-magnetic minesweeper.
By Bill Cade, soph., e.e.
mine sweepers, Westinghouse is us-
ing non-magnetic alloys. These in-
clude Discaloy, Ampcoloy, and stain-
less steel of the non-magnetic type.
Discaloy, originally developed for
high-temperature applications, is non-
magnetic and has good physical
properties at normal temperatures.
Ampcoloy can be heat treated to a
high Brinnell hardness and has un-
usual physical properties for an
aluminum bronze alloy.
Some of the castings required for
these units are the largest ever made
from cast aluminum where machin-
ing to close tolerance is required.
Use of these materials, all having
different thermal coefficients, created
problems not usually encountered in
industrial applications.
D-C ARC WELDER OFFERS
MANY ADVANTAGES
Reductions in size and weight,
increases in ease of maintenance, and
user and operator convenience are
the principal added advantages of a
new Westinghouse selenium recti-
fier d-c arc welder. A result of a
four-year development program, this
new welder additionally incorporates
all the characteristic advantages of
the selenium rectifier type welder:
high efficiency with low no-load loss-
es; a-c welding performance with
d-c welding characteristics; and high
dependability with low maintenance
due to an almost complete lack of
moving parts.
The heart of this new welder con-
sists essentially of two parts: a
three-phase, full-wave selenium rec-
tifier and a so-called Transactor
unit, which is a combination three-
phase transformer and movable core
reactor. Smaller, lighter, and more
convenient, the Transactor unit has
two, three-phase laminated cores.
One is a fixed core on which the
primary and secondary coils are
wound. The other is divided into
two parts — a stationary core, and
a movable core. The legs of the mov-
able core are linked by the common
secondary and reactor winding. Cur-
rent is controlled by means of a
hand crank on top of the welder
which moves the movable core sec-
tion in relation to the Transactor
unit coils. The Transactor unit coils,
used for the first time in any welder,
are aluminum. Through proper de-
sign, Class "B" insulated aluminum
conductors produce operating char-
acteristics equal to copper coils. They
have the distinct advantages of con-
serving critical copper and reducing
coil weight by one-half.
Axial-flow ventilation, with the
fan located in the very top of the
unit and the air intake located at
the very bottom, permits incoming
air to flow vertically through the
welder, following natural convection.
This natural flow results in maximum
cooling with minimum size cooling
fan and motor. The coils of the
Transactor unit, located directly
above the bottom-mounted rectifier,
are wound with large ventilating
ducts to insure maximum cooling.
Overload protection guards this
new welder from damage when it is
overloaded from operating at an ex-
cessive duty cycle or without the
ventilating fan. When the coils are
overheated, a thermoguard which is
wound into one of the coils, closes,
activating a shunt-trip mechanism
which in turn causes a three-pole,
de-ion circuit breaker to open, tak-
ing the welder off the line. When
the coils of the Transact or unit return
to a safe temperature, the thermo-
guard automatically opens and the
circuit breaker may be reset and
closed manually.
An exclusive control feature—Arc
Drive Control — eliminates short
outs during welding applications re-
quiring a short arc. Arc Drive Con-
(Concluded on page 20)
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• Wallace L. Carr was graduated from the Uni-
versity of Illinois with a B.S. degree in Electrical
Engineering in 1951. After a short time with a
large electric utility—where he was Junior En-
gineer in substation design—he came to Allison
where he is presently Electrical Engineer in the
plant engineering department, Aircraft Engine
Operations.
Wally's job in this department varies from
designing plant, lighting, and power layouts,
and machinery electrical diagrams to electrical
and instrumentation layouts of turbo-jet and
prop-jet test cells. With a multimeter, he is
shown above checking the thermocouple cir-
cuits on the control panel in one of the Allison
test cells.
In jet cells, it is necessary to simulate all en-
gine controls that appear in a jet plane, plus
other controls which are necessary to check and
evaluate engine performance ... operating tem-
perature . . . acceleration . . . speed . . . fuel
consumption . . . oil flow, etc.
Electronic control of important functions of
jet engine operation has made the electrical
portion of test cell operation a complex and
fascinating problem for the Electrical Engineer.
Allison, a leader in the field of turbine en-
gines, offers unlimited opportunities to young
graduates with degrees in Mechanical Engineer-
ing, Electrical Engineering, Aeronautical En-
gineering and Industrial Engineering. Why not
plan early for your engineering career at Allison.
For further information about YOUR engineering career at ALLISON, discuss it with your Placement
Counselor and arrange for an early interview with the ALLISON representative the next time he visits your
campus. Or, write now for further information: R. G. Greenwood, Engineering College Contact, Allison
Division, General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana.
A&O'ie DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION • Indianapolis, Ind.
Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft . . .
heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE
PARTS . . . PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application.
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trol supplies instantaneous current
surges when the arc begins to short
out, thereby clearing the short and
re-establishing the arc. The result is
superior arc stability with improved
weld quality.
Ease of maintenance is greatly en-
hanced by the high degree of inter-
changability of parts in all ratings.
Virtually all the parts, with the ex-
ception of Transactor unit coils and
rectifiers, are interchangable. These
interchangable parts will also be
common with those on a new line of
a-c welders to be introduced later
this year.
SMALLEST FLASHBULB
A tiny flashbulb, known as the
M-2, is expected to revolutionize the
picture-making habits of the nation.
The M-2 is the most significant photo-
flash development since G.E. intro-
duced the midget flashbulb in 1939.
The M-2 produces sufficient light
for the great majority of amateur
flash needs. Rated at approximately
4000 lumen-seconds, it provides suffi-
cient light for good black-and-white
picture results at distances up to 15
feet when used with existing re-
flectors, fast film, and box-type cam-
eras. Owners of better cameras will
obtain good results of considerably
greater distances.
Miss Baker holds a dozen M-2's in one
hand.
The new lamp is equivalent in light
output to the SM, or Speed Midget,
according to G. E. As compared with
the No. 5, by far the most popular
flashbulb today, it has the same ef-
fectiveness at half the distance.
Besides being the smallest lash-
bulb yet introduced, the M-2 differs
in appearance from all previous
types in that it has a smaller base.
Similar in size to that of the smallest
Christmas tree bulb, the base is of
the miniature type, smooth, and
without either pins or screw threads.
It is pushed straight into the socket,
and needs no positioning or turning.
The M-2 will perform adequately
with present reflectors with the aid
of adapters. However, much better
results are possible with reflectors
designed especially for use with the
tiny bulb. To stimulate the introduc-
tion of such reflectors, G.E. has de-
veloped new designs, and currently
is showing them to manufacturers
of cameras and flash attachments for
their guidance. Reflectors for the new
bulb are expected to be considerably
smaller (from three to four inches
in diameter) and more nearly para-
bolic in shape, than units currently
on the market.
The bulb itself is so small that a
dozen of them, enough for shooting
a complete roll of film with flash,
can be carried easily in a shirt pocket
or purse.
Retail price of the M-2 is 10 cents
per bulb. This price means that a
picture taker, using the new bulb
instead of the No. 5 or its equivalent,
effects a saving of 36 cents in shoot-
ing one roll of film.
The M-2 bulb is three quarters of
an inch in dimeter, or slightly more
than half the diameter of the No. 5
bulb, and is nearly an inch shorter.
Base of the M-2 is only three-eighths
of an inch in diameter, or about
three-fifths the size of a No. 5 base.
Like other flashbulbs, the M-2 is
clear, and is filled with shredded
aluminum foil. It incorporates con-
struction improvements recently in-
troduced by G. E. in its line of midget
flashbulbs — a new filament and
primer — which make for easier
flashability.
HIGH-CAPACITY, HIGH-SPEED
GENERATOR
A Westinghouse 600-kw, 400-cycle
generator for shipboard use is out-
standing among the unusual rotating
machines recently built. It is a four-
pole machine, and thus turns at the
extraordinary speed of 12,000 rpm.
Because of its high speed it weighs
but 2100 pounds (a conventional
equivalent ( 60-cycle machine would
weigh about 10,000 pounds) . The
rotor is only 9-1A inches in diameter.
The motor is designed to withstand
high shock and uses silicone, class H
insulation. Circular shoe-type bear-
ings — operating on the principle
commonly employed for heavy thrust
loads — are used, with forced lubri-
cation. The bearings, furthermore,
are electrically insulated and the en-
tire machine is shielded so as not to
generate radio interference. This en-
tails use of special electrically con-
ducting gaskets.
SINGLE PHASE AND
THREE PHASE FROM ONE
TRANSFORMER
With the rising popularity of air
conditioning, power companies are
finding need in many of their resi-
dential areas to supply some three-
phase power in addition to single
phase. One way of doing this econ-
omically is from a distribution trans-
former with two dissimilar windings
in one tank. CSP duplex transform-
ers are now being made for this pur-
pose. They can be built for differ-
ent combinations of ratings, but a
common one is 25-kva single phase,
and 5-kva single-phase, which can be
connected in open delta to supply
8.66 kva 3 phase and 25 kva single
phase or any limited combination of
these. The windings are different in
size, in keeping with the different
load requirements, and are arranged
for open-star primary connection and
open-delta secondary. A fortunate
feature of the three-phase bimetal
actuated breaker that became avail-
able about a year ago is that the bi-
metals can be connected in the two
windings in such a way as to give
full protection for both single phase
and three phase and for any combin-
ation of the two loads.
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Awards that foretell your gain
1953
Chemicals from coal hydrogenation...
... acclaimed the 1953 Chemical Engineering Achievement!
IN 1933 Carbide received the first Chemical Engineer-
ing Achievement Award. This recognized the beginning
of commercial production of much-needed chemicals
from petroleum and natural gas—which proved to be
the beginning of the American petrochemical industry.
HISTORY REPEATS—Now, just twenty years later,
Carbide has received the 1953 Chemical Engineering
Achievement Award for "the first successful produc-
tion of chemicals from coal by a high pressure hydro-
genation process."
In minutes, coal becomes gases and liquids rich in
needed chemicals —" one of the major contributions
in this century to the well-being of us all."
Some of these chemicals are used in making plastics,
synthetic rubber, pharmaceuticals, vitamins, and many
other things. Others are completely new and hold great
promise.
SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries
BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics
FOURTH RECOGNITION—Carbide is the first two-
time individual recipient of this award. It also is the
fourth time the people of Carbide have been recog-
nized, for they shared in two previous group awards—in
1943 for synthetic rubber, and in 1946 for atomic energy.
TRUE SIGNIFICANCE—As in all Chemical Engineer-
ing Achievement Awards, coal hydrogenation was recog-
nized not as the accomplishment of any one individual
but as the result of the cooperative efforts of many.
The people of Union Carbide appreciate the recog-
nition of their achievement by the distinguished Com-
mittee of Award, composed of senior chemical engi-
neering educators.
UNION CARBIDE
AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 EAST 42ND STREET ETNI NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
UCC's Trade-marked Products include
ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals HAYNES STELLITE Alloys .PRESTONE Anti-Freeze
PYROFAX Gas DYNEL Textile Fibers UNION Carbide
PREST-O-LITE Acetylene
LINDE Oxygen
NATIONAL Carbons
ACHESON Electrodes
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By Herbert Smith, jr., e.e., and John Bloxsome, fresh.
WINNER OF NOVEMBER
DIFFERENTIALS
Simple as the November problems
were, it seems that they were just a
mite tough for R.P.I. men, both stu-
dents and alumni. In fact, it took
a team to win the five buck check;
Edger Utterback and Robert Orman
combined their talents in a success-
ful effort to increase their capital
assets. Although the winning entry
was not the first to arrive (it was
second by six hours) , it was the first
with the correct answers. Congradu-
lations men! You will receive your
check in a few days.
Perhaps the rest of you would like
to know what the right answers are.
Each problem is discussed briefly
below.
Answers
1. Of course, Peter is Dick's fa-
ther. The solution to the first prob-
lem, as is so often the case, depends
on careful reading. The most errors
resulted from misreading, "each man
has paid for each of his books a num-
ber of dollars equal to the number of
books he has bought." This doesn't
mean that Dick's father b3ught 64
books. (Figure that out if you can.)
One entrant, an alumnus, gave as
the answer, "Dick's father is anyone's
guess!"
2. The 35 mph steamer gets back
first. This is shown by the two equa-
tions below where T1 = sailing time
of 30-40 mph ship, T, = sailing time
of 35 mph ship, and d = distance
from New York to Lisbon. How long
the ships remain at Lisbon has no
significance, if they Loth stay the
same length of time.
T, = — —
30 40
d d
T2 == —
35 35
Solution of these equations shows
that T1 > T.,; therefore, second ship
arrives first.
SalweV
3. Not only could he crawl under
the wire but, as one entrant said, he
could walk under on stilts.
You can see this yourself. Just
find r in C = 277-r using C = 25,000
miles; then increase C by 100 feet
and find r. Subtract the two values
for r, and you'll fin dthat the wire
is nearly 16 feet off the ground!
4. The poor dog better have
stamina, since he has to run 60 miles.
The common mistake made on this
problem was assuming that the two
pedestrians were walking toward
each other instead of in the same
direction, as the problem states. The
easiest approach to use is the rela-
tive velocity one. The velocity of
the second, relative to the first, is
2 mph. He (or she) would cover the
8 miles in 4 hours. Since the dog
maintains a constant speed of 15
mph, he runs 4 x 15, or 60 miles.
5. There are any number of ways
to attain the desired end. Although
each method is quite involved, this
is the only problem every entrant
answered correctly.
Conclusions
If you still want to work problems,
Allan Junker (RPI, Aug. '50) of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, sent this one with his
entry. Thanks, Allan.
Given: A certain snowiclow is
capable of removing snow at a con-
stant rate. The plow's speed is a
function of the depth of the snow
encountered.
Conditions: It starts snowing and
snows at a constant rate. The plow
leaves the garage at 12:00 noon and
travels 2.0 miles by 1:00 P.M. How-
ever, between 1:00 P.M. and 2:00
P.M. it only travels 1.0 mile.
Problem: When did it start snow-
ing? Actually, the solution is fairly
simple.
PLEASE, no more mail!
THE SHAVE OF G. R. R.
For the benefit of the freshmen
who have witnessed very little en-
forcement of the traditions of Rose,
this sketch is written.
One of the long-standing privileges
which has been reserved for seniors
(except for an annual contest) is
that of growing beards. Recently a
foolhardy junior took it upon him-
self to buck the system, though for
what reason I cannot imagine. (Pos-
sibly, he was too sleepy to shave.)
The man in question had the infinite
nerve to grow a beard!
The seniors, gentlemen that they
are, meekly suggested that the beard
ruined his good looks. The sugges-
tion fell on deaf ears. After some
time the "cultured few" hinted that
it might be better for all concerned
if the chin monstrosity quietly dis-
appeared over night. Again, no re-
action. Such insubordination natural-
ly could not be tolerated; therefore,
the master-minds secretly laid a
plan to remove the source of the
irritation. A trap was set for the
culprit, to be sprung as he emerged
from inner haunts of the chemistry
laboratory. However, a chance de-
parture of some juniors from the lab
almost upset the applecart since they
immediately guessed the cause of the
large group of seniors lurking in
the hall. The juniors proceeded to
warn G. R. R. of the impending dis-
aster, but too late. The seniors closed
in and, with at least fourteen men
holding G. R. R., two others pro-
ceeded to de-beard him.
Freshmen, let this be a leszon!
ROSE CHESS CLUB
A chess club has been organized
among the students at Rose and they
have been playing informal matches
with each other. Dodson, Elliott
Gregory, Jackel, Moser, Pebworth,
and Peters have been playing regu-
larly and several other students have
played or expressed interest in the
club.
A formal tournament is planned
soon and it is hoped that a team can
be organized to play other schools.
Paul Elliott is the temporary presi-
dent of the club.
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How to keep buried wheels
turning smoothly
Hidden under the pile of dirt (see arrow) is a 4-wheel
truck that backs up this ditch digger's whirling buckets.
To prevent breakdowns, the wheel bearings had to be
able to absorb the shocks of boulders and the digging
action itself. And they had to be protected from the dirt.
The engineers who designed this application licked both
problems by mounting the truck's wheels on Timken®
tapered roller bearings. Timken bearings absorb the
shocks because they have tough, shock-resistant cores
under hard, wear-resistant surfaces. And Timken bear-
ings make closures more effective.
How TIMKEN® bearings help
keep dirt out lubricant in
Timken bearings make closures more effective because
they hold the housings and shafts concentric. As a re-
sult, dirt can't get in—lubricant can't get out. Main-
tenance is minimized. Continuous, trouble-free opera-
tion is assured.
TIME
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
=le
Want to learn more about
bearings or job opportunities?
Many of the engineering problems you'll face after
graduation will involve bearing applications. For help
in learning more about bearings,
write for the 270-page General
Information Manual on Timken
bearings. And for information
about the excellent job opportuni-
ties at the Timken Company, write
for a copy of "This Is Timken".
The Timken Roller Bearing Com-
pany, Canton 6, Ohio.
NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER =-20 THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER (ED
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST -CD- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION 1?"E
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By Owen March, Jack Sawyers, and Ron Smith
SIGMA NU
The social highlight of the past
month was the VMI Dance held in
conjunction with Alpha Tau Omega
and Theta Xi. A house party fol-
lowed the dance. The singing of
Christmas carols and other appropri-
ate songs was enhanced by a blazing
fire in the fireplace and a gaily deco-
rated Christmas tree. Mr. and Mrs.
Bennett did a swell job of chaper-
oning.
A new movement is the installation
of weekly dinners preceding regular
meetings. The campus fellows, ex-
cluding the married men, seem to
enjoy this setup the most.
Sigma Nu's who bolster the bas-
ketball squad are Richard Green,
Donald Fyfe, and Hugh Davis. Let's
have a good season.
Owen March
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The VMI Dance, which was held
in the Rose auditorium, showed quite
a turnout of ATO's as can readily
be seen by the photograph on this
page. Needless to say, all had a grand
and joyous time. The Sigma Nu's
graciously offered to hold a joint
house party with the Theta Xi's and
us at their new house. All can truth-
fully say that the party was a great
success, and so another year goes by.
Congratulations are heartily ex-
tended to the new actives: Paul
Elliott, Walt McIndoo, Carter Smith,
Bill Povlin, and Jack Hills. The cold
weather prevented the full impact
of "help" week from reaching the
boys.
The new actives spent most of
their time at the new house helping
to prepare it for the final stages of
moving.
As soon as the "house men" were
quietly settled down in their new
home, bedlam broke loose with the
10:30 P.M. at the VMI Dance
arrival of the AOPi Sorority of
I.S.T.C., who came to help put on the
final touches of "decorating".
February 27 all the Taus plan to
pack their bottles and head for State
Day which this year will be held at
Springfield, Illinois.
ATO'S who will serve on the Rose
Technic for the coming year are:
Ralph Llewellyn, editor; Jack Elder,
assistant editor; Chuck Schukai, busi-
ness manager; Chuck Hayward, edi-
torial staff; Ken Hannum, advertis-
ing staff; Don McCune, contributing
staff; and Frank Rendaci, photo-
graphy staff.
Paul Elliott and Don Powers are
remaining as staff consultants.
Nothing new to report in the pin
department just now, but we have a
couple of probables.
Frank Rendaci.
THETA XI
After looking at many prospective
houses, Kappa became the proud
owner of a new residence at 902
South 6th Street on December 10,
1953. However moving did not begin
until after Christmas when many of
the Brothers cut their Holiday va-
cation short to pitch in and help
move the furnishings. At the present
time redecoration of the rooms is be-
ing done.
New officers for the new semester
have been elected. They are; Presi-
dent, Gene Sovereign; Vice-Presi-
dent, Bob Rader; Secretary, Lewis
Marshall; Treasurer, Bill Scharpen-
berg; House Manager, Wally
Schramm; and Assistant House
Manager, Doyne Granlund.
The chapter now has three new
brothers. The pledges who recently
became actives are, Bill Seneff, Jim
Seneff, and Lewis Marshall.
Jack Sawyers
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America's ever
increasing demands
on the aircraft
industry for greater
technical skills,
mechanical precision
and faster production
are being met at TWIGG.
TWIGG means precision and skill in the fabrication of
components and assemblies for America's jet engines.
combustion chambers bit e was
transition liners brackets
turbine casings all type spinnings
tail cones tube bending
other essential components
710.
TWIGG INDUSTRIES INC.
BRAZIL. INDIANA
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The design engineer trained in
welded steel construction is best
able to meet industry's need for
low cost manufacture because
WELDED DESIGNS
CUT COSTS 50%
Y using steel instead of cast iron,
LI design engineers today make their
products more efficient. . . many times at
half the cost. Product designs are strong-
er, more rigid, take less material to build.
Too little attention is usually devoted to
simplification of product designs to elim-
inate costly manufacturing manhours
once a basic design is established. Where
designers reappraise product details for
welded steel construction, production
costs are being cut an average of 50% com-
pared with manufacture using castings.
Manufacturing operations are simp'si-
fied with welded steel design. Rejections
due to inferior metal are eliminated. Less
machining and finishing are required.
Finished machines are streamlined, more
modern in appearance.
In the example below, an economy-
minded design engineer lowered manu-
facturing cost on a machine arm and cut
weight of the arm.
Before conversion to steel, the machine
arm required 182 pounds of gray iron
and cost $38.25 to cast and machine.
Welded steel design weighs only 86.8
pounds . . . costs $20.06.
Fig. 1. Original
cast construction
of operating ma-
chine le ver. Weighs 182
pounds . .. Costs $38.2.5.
Fig. 2. Welded steel
design is stronger,
stiffer yet weighs
only 86.8 pounds...
Costs $20.06.
DESIGN DATA for welded construction is avail-
able to engineering students in the form of bulletins
and handbooks. Write
THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Cleveland 17, Ohio
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT
se.s4 aj sde.
(Concluded from page 11)
Apparatus similar to that used in
the detection of flaws is now being
used in hospitals for cancer detec-
tion studies; in the same way that
ultrasonic waves are reflected from
the surfaces of voids in metallic ob-
jects, they are also reflected from
surfaces between healthy and dis-
eased tissues. The instrument used
in these studies is called an echo-
graph, but it is quite similar to the
Reflectoscope in the principles of
operation.
Recent experiments with bacteria
indicate that high frequency sound
(about 1,000,000 c. p. s.) is an effect-
ive germ killer and promises a new
method of purifying water and steri-
lizing milk. Apparently the vibra-
tions kill living organisms by de-
stroying parts of their cell walls. Al-
though it may take up to sixty min-
utes to kill the bacteria in cold water
with sound, at a water temperature
of 60° C they are killed almost in-
stantly, regardless of the number of
germs present. It's generally agreed
that the addition of new sound equip-
ment will be an improvement over
former methods of water purifica-
tion because much smaller doses of
chlorine will be required to kill the
bacteria, thus eliminating much of
the undesirable smell and taste often
present in heavily chlorinated water.
One field in which ultrasonics is
becoming more and more important
is that of cleaning high precision
parts — shaver heads, microscopic
sized ball bearngs — too small or
intricate to be cleaned efficiently in
any other manner. High pitched
"silent" sound waves are beamed
through a cleaning solution such as
trichloroethylene, and particles of
dirt, grease, and iron filings are
whisked from the corners and crev-
ices of the most intricate small parts
instantly; the vibrations produce a
great amount of agitation and turbu-
lence in the solution, and the result
is to literally shake and rub the par-
ticles free. The type of generator
usually used for this purpose is
exemplified by the General Electric
model previously mentioned, and the
development of the new ceramic
transducer (also previously mention-
ed) will probably make cleaning by
sound a more efficient and convenient
process. This instrument will, no
doubt, broaden the field of ultra-
sonic cleaning considerably.
Another field in which ultrasonics
is growing rapidly is the treatment
of pain and disease. Most medical
men feel that more research should
be done to learn of any possible in-
jurious effects of the ultrasonic vi-
bration treatments before they are
used extensively on human beings,
but already some spectacular results
have been noted. In Europe, phys-
icians have been using with apparent
success high frequency sound waves
in the treatment of arthritis, diseases
of the bone joints, neuralgic condi-
tions, and other ills. A German scien-
tist has been remarkably successful
in the treatment of malignant tumors
—ultrasonic radiations caused defin-
ite degenerative changes in them. Ex-
periments with animals at Columbia
University indicate that ultrasonic
waves may some day be used for
knifeless surgery on human brains.
Further industrial possibilities of
silent sound seem to offer great
promise; ultrasonics can be used for
a great variety of operations — from
ultrasonic soldering in which the
oxide coating is cleaned from the
metal while it is in contact with the
molten solder (this permits a bond
to take place before the surface re-
oxidizes) , to smoke precipitation (vi-
brations cause smoke particles to co-
agulate and precipitate) .
The preceeding applications are but
a few of the varied uses for "sounds
of silence." Just recently, a news re-
port stated that a Norwegian whalin
crew was using a sound-detectio
device for locating whales. Don'
overlook silent sound!
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Arturo Toscatuns conducting Death and Transfiguration, Upus 24, by Richard Strauss
RCA High Fidelity brings you
every musical note!
RCA Victor High Fidelity is the result
of 50 years of leadership in recorded
music, phonograph research and devel-
opment of radio and motion picture
sound. It is a new dimension in sound
created by the perfect union of recorded
music and the phonograph.
A genuine high fidelity instrument
re-creates the full range of tones and
overtones of the original composition—
exactly as the composer intended. The
precise balance of sounds from the
highest to the lowest must be main-
tained if perfection is to be achieved.
"Victrola"® phonographs, Victor rec-
ords, and "intermatched" high fidelity
equipments for those who want to as-
semble their own units—all are designed
to work together to bring the brilliance
of the original performance into the
home. Now, with RCA High Fidelity
vifr
instruments, you can hear the full
gamut of the orchestra—from the shim-
mer of the cymbals to the beat of the
tom-tom. Your favorite music sounds
just as if you were in the presence of
the recording orchestra and artists.
True Hi-Fi—as in RCA Victor instru-
ments and components—embraces the
entire scale of tones from the rich lows
to the colorful highs. Nothing is missing
. . . the sounds reach the ear in their
proper proportion and relation.
The nation-wide interest in high
fidelity reflects a growing taste for the
highest quality music. Developments
by RCA scientists and engineers now
let you enjoy this new musical experi-
ence. Visit your RCA Victor dealer and
hear the new Hi-Fi models of "Victrola"
phonographs, Victor records and "inter-
matched" components.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
World leader in radio—first in television
CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
WITH PAY—AT RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor—one of the world's foremost manu-
facturers of radio and electronic products
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-
vancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio re-
ceivers ( including broadcast, short-wave
and FM circuits, television, and phono-
graph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new re-
cording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to College Relations Divi-
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.
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Sanitation
Engineering
(Concluded from page 13)
had been delayed by depression and
war conditions. While a large amount
of work has been done in the abate-
ment of pollution by provision for
treatment of sewage and industrial
wastes, the work yet to be done will
require a constantly expanding force
of workers in the sanitary engineer-
ing field.
A particular problem in pollution
abatement is practically never com-
pletely and finally solved. Most
municipal and industrial treatment
works are designed for partial treat-
ment of a portion of the wastes and
for a limited capacity not greatly in
excess of that required at the time
of the design. Works become obso-
lete, uneconomical to operate, un-
able to provide the r€ quired degree
of treatment, overloaded, or run
down to an extent that major
changes and additions are required
periodically.
There is still a tremendous prob-
lem in the treatment of industrial
wastes so as to abate pollution of the
receiving waters.
To the writer, one of the most at-
tractive features of the sanitary engi-
neering profession is the variety and
scope of the work involved. Practic-
ally every problem that arises has
some phase that is new and different
from previous problems. It is rarely
practical to copy directly or follow
previous work.
In addition to the technical educa-
tion, there are other more general
qualifications which are of great im-
portance if the young sanitary engi-
neer is to develop into a leader in the
profession. These qualifications may
include the following: The develop-
ment of strong moral and ethical
sense; a due sense of responsibility;
broad social, political, and economic
understanding; a liking for and a
willingness to work with people, re-
gardless of race, creed, or color; an
appreciation of the importance of the
work engaged upon; and a certain
amount of drive and ambition, tem-
pered by a proper regard for the
rights and feelings of others.
Vice-Admral John J. Manning, in
an address to the Student Chapter
Conference of the ASCE in Wash-
ington in the spring of 1950, advised
the young engineer to enter the field
of usefulness and influence in his
community, to recognize that his
fellow men can offer him as much
as he can offer them, and suggested
that humility offers a faster road to
success than pride and intolerance.
The fullest possible development
of the professional sanitary engineer
and the depth of satisfaction he will
get out of life will depend as much
upon his broad development as upon
his technical advancement. 52
• There's a K&E slide rule for every purpose. Whether designed
to meet the modest needs of the beginner or the exacting require-
ments of professionals, all K&E rules feature "built in" accuracy
and reflect the skill and craftsmanship of America's most experi-
enced slide rule manufacturer.
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST. 11367
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. .1.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
Drafting,
Reproduction and
Surveying Equipment
and Materials,
Slide Rules,
Measuring Tapes.
Freitag-Weinhardt
Inc.
917 Eagle St.
PHONE C-2394
PLUMBING -
HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
ALLEN I. WEINHARDT
CHARLES I. KANTMANN
•
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THE DU PONT
DIGEST
Plant
Development
Offers Training and Opportunity
John Purdom, M.S. in Ch.E., Ohio State '48 (right), confers with other engineers on the
progress of a new plant.
A young chemical engineer recently
had his first assignment in a Plant
Development group at Du Pont. He
was part of a team assigned to im-
prove recovery of adipic acid, a nylon
intermediate, from plant-waste
streams.
First, he made a literature survey
for possible leads. Three recovery
methods came under consideration:
solvent extraction, crystallization, and
a combination distillation-crystalliza-
tion process. He helped to set up a
laboratory program to compare and
evaluate them.
Preliminary results were somewhat
inconclusive. It was decided to go
ahead with semi-works tests, while
an organic chemist completed the
laboratory work.
Next, the young chemical engineer
joined forces with a mechanical engi-
neer to design a semi-works plant to
evaluate each method. In this plant,
all vital points were checked and re-
checked: materials of construction,
steam and water requirements, heat-
transfer coefficients, yields, product
quality, and pollution problems.
The semi-works data revealed that
the distillation
-crystallization process
was the most economical, and also
gave the best product quality. Usual-
ly, the next step would be construe-
Robert Thomson (left) , B.S. in Ch.E., Univ.
of Va. '50, David S. Rumsey (center), M.S.
in Ch., Univ. of Mich. '48, and Rene M.
LeClair (right), M.S. in Ch. E., M.I.T. '51,
test samples on an experimental batch unit.
tion and operation of a pilot plant.
But this time, engineers from the
Production Division arranged for a
limited-scale plant test, using a spare
batch still and a crystallizer on a
part-time basis. Two months of test-
ing confirmed the previous data—the
new distillation-crystallization process
recovered adipic acid efficiently, and
would reduce costs considerably. The
plant is now using this process suc-
cessfully.
That's how one young chemical
engineer started his career in a typical
Du Pont Plant Development group.
The job of. such groups is to make
processes and equipment more effi-
cient, to adapt products to new uses,
and to improve product quality.
Plant Development work not only
offers opportunity in itself but valu-
able training for other fields.
ASK FOR "Chemical Engineers at
Du Pont." This new illustrated booklet
describes initial assignments, training,
and paths of promotion. Just send a
post card to E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building,
Wilmington, Delaware. Also avail-
able: "Du Pont Company and the
College Graduate" and "Mechanical
Engineers at Du Pont."
au
REG
PONT
U S. PAT Of r
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Watch "Cavalcade of America," on Television
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(Concluded from page 16)
tional Advisory Committee For
Aeronautics, Summary, it is stated,
"An experimental investigation was
conducted to identify the roles of
solid-surface films in the various
mechanisms of sliding and lubrica-
tion involved in the mating and com-
patibility of boundary-lubricated
slider surfaces, in the action of ex-
treme-pressure lubricants, and in the
operation of slider surfaces not sup-
plied with fluid lubricants.
A solid film of molybdenum di-
sulfide (Mo S2) was very effective
in reducing friction at high sliding
velocities. The film was very easily
applied, was very tenacious, was
chemically and thermally stable, and,
consequently, could have many prac-
tical applications. The molybdenum
disulfide has a familiar structure
similar to graphite, and, because of
its tenaciousness, was more satis-
factory than graphite as a solid film
lubricant at high sliding velocities."
Technical Note No. 1882, Sum-
mary reads, "An expreimental in-
vestigation was conducted to deter-
mine the oxidation characteristics
of molybdenum disulfide (Mo S2)
and to determine the affect of such
oxidation on its role as a slide-film
lubricant.
A coating of molybdenum disulfide,
serving as a high- temperature solid-
film lubricant, maintained low coef-
ficient-of-friction values during its
oxidation as long as an effective sub-
film of the molybdenum disulfide re-
mained. Films of the oxidation pro-
duct of molybdenum disulfide, name-
ly molybdenum trioxide, alone pro-
duced high friction. Molybdenum di-
sulfide began to oxidize at a very
low rate when heated in air at 750°
F. the rate increasing steadily and
becoming high at 1050°F and above.
Molybdenum disulfide maintained its
original hexagonal structure when
heated to 1000°F in vacuum."
Some Comparisons
The graph below compares moly
with other lubricants under similar
conditions. It shows typical re-
sults of a large number of press fit
tests. Hardened, ground, and polish-
ed dowel pins 1.001 in. in diam. were
pressed into bushings hardened,
ground, and polished to a diameter
of 1.001 in. The press fit interference
of 0.001 resulted in a calculated bear-
ing pressure of 10,000 psi. The parts
were assembled in a Baldwin pre-
cision hydraulic testing machine at
a uniform speed of 0.6 ipm. The chart
shows the maximum force required
to fully insert the pin for a variety
of lubricants used on pin and bush-
ing.
The solid black portion of the
load scale in the chart represents
the chatter range which may inter-
pret the severity of localized seizure.
The strange and exceptional fact that
no load fluctuation was observed
with silicone oil where friction reach-
ed the highest value remains to be
more fully investigated. It may be
assumed, however, that in this case
seizure was not localized but was
uniform over the entire surface, and
was continuous. For white lead in
oil the chatter range is indicated in
dotted lines, because it was not ob-
served on every specimen.
Chatter, besides damaging finish-
ed surfaces, causes dimensional dis-
tortion to the parts. "Thin-walled
sleeve bearings 4 in. in diameter, with
3/16-in. walls, 2 3/4 in. long, manu-
factured with a required accuracy
of 0.0001 in. distorted 0.0005 in. at
calculated press fit pressures of only
1575 psi when chatter occurred." Be-
cause of this moly is increasingly
being used for the press fitting of
sleeve and anti-friction bearings.
Colloidal solutions of graphite in
water and lard, which were second
best in performance, are less desir-
able because of corrosion problems.
The suspension of Mo S2 in light oil
compared favorably to the dry pow-
der in the test; but the suspension
in grease gave less satisfactory re-
sults. The grease seemed to coat the
particles destroying their affinity for
the metal.
Another interesting comparison is
that of Liqui-Moly versus oil in an
extremely tough test. The test run of
Liqui-Moly was accomplished with
two steel disks 3 in. in diameter, one
fixed, the other rotating against it
at 75 psi pressure and 1700 rpm
speed.
It is significant to note that the
Liqui-Moly reached a peak tem-
perature and then settled back to a
stabilization temperature which was
considerably lower than the peak
while the temperature of the oil con-
tinued to climb until failure.
Specific Uses
Moly has been effective in lubri-
cating oven conveyors at several
hundred degrees F. Dry Mo S2 can
be applied to conveyors operating in
degreasers. Once a lubricating film
is formed, it will not wash off. Iris
diaphram blades are tumbled in dry
Mo S2 before the camera shutter is
assembled.
Moly is tops for breaking in ma-
chines, even automobile engines. It
may be used along with the ma-
chine's regular lubricant and will
provide lubrication if pressures be-
come great enough to rupture the oil
film. "For breaking-in heavy pinion
assemblies, mixtures of 2% Mo S,
with grease have proved successful
with gears reported running cool for
the entire break-in period of 9 hr.;
whereas, without the addition of Mo
S2, excessive heat required disas-
sembly and scraping every 2 hr."
Moly in oil or grease may be the long
sought "lifetime lubricant" for the
particular problem of gear lubrica-
tion. As figure I shows, moly is very
effective in preventing seizure and
scoring in press fits. Molybdenum di-
sulfide has been successful in com-
batting fretting corrosion. Fretting
corrosion results when tight fitting
parts are subjected to a slight rela-
tibe motion as in vibration.
Machining operations such as deep
drawing, machine spinning, hand
spinning, broaching, tapping, turning,
and gear cutting are facilitated by
the addition of Mo S2 in the proper
form.
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
is investigating the possibilities of
using molybdenum disulfide to elim-
inate the rough spots caused by
faulty lubrication in such areas as
truck center plates, diaphrams, ball
and socket joints of couplers, pedes-
tal liners, and wheel flanges to pre-
vent wear on curved track.
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million watt spark plug • • .
Calling this jet engine ignitor a
million watt spark plug is an under-
statement. Actually this picture
shows a 1,500 kw discharge that
occurred in 25 microseconds.
One of a series of photographs
taken as we vary voltages and
ignition system design, it helps us
study the arc size and the pene-
tration of the discharge into the
combustion chamber. These and
other studies provide the knowl-
edge necessary for the design of
dependable ignition systems —
systems that will start combustion
at 45,000 foot altitude and —65°
temperature.
Good ignition is important. Yet
ignition research is only one small
phase of our development program.
But this work does suggest how
completely we explore technical
areas to produce dependable air-
craft engines. And it illustrates the
wide variety of tools and tech-
niques we use to solve difficult
problems.
Here, emphasis is put on "get-
ting the facts" — all the facts. This
makes good sense to recent grad-
uates who want to do real engineer-
ing — explains why so many are
attracted to a career at Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
East Hartford 8, Connecticut
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Stolen by Dick Bosshardt, m.e., jr., and Ralph Branson, m.e., jr.
First Chem. Eng.: "Have you
heard the news? Pierre was as-
phixiated in his office this morn-
ing."
Second Ch.E.: "What's the mat-
ter? Was he talking to himself?"
* * *
Say it with flowers, say it with
sweets,
Say it with kisses, Say it with eats,
Say it with jewelry, say it with
drink,
But never, oh never, say it with ink.
* * *
Definitions:
Polecat: An animal to be killed
with a pole, the longer the pole the
better.
Plaster of Paris: A drunken
Frenchman.
Bacteria: Rear of the cafeteria.
Garbage: Eatables smelled back-
wards.
Father: The kin you love to
touch.
* * *
I've just got a bottle of gin for
my wife.
Well, that seems like a reason-
able swap.
* * *
Don't worry if your grades are
low,
And your rewards are few;
Remember that the mighty oak
Alas once a nut like you.
* * *
An enthusiastic golfer came
home to dinner. During the meal
his wife said, "Donny tells me he
caddied for you this afternoon."
"Well what do you know," said
Wood Sr., "I thought I had seen
that kid somewhere."
A man rushed into a saloon.
"What's the quickest way to stop
hiccups ?" he asked the bartender.
The bartender had a wet towel
in his hand, so he smacked the man
right in the face with it. The poor
fellow was completely stunned.
"What did you do that for ?" he
gasped.
"You haven't any hiccups now,
have you ?"
'It ain't me, it's my little son
outside."
* * *
Musician: "Do you know any-
thing about Beethoven's Fifth?"
Rose Man: "Anything that
comes in fifths or pints I know
about."
* * *
People are certain to stew about
something or other. Those who
aren't fussing about the country
being in the red are worrying about
the reds being in the country.
* * *
Home on a pass, a soldier paid
the minister a visit requesting he
pray for Annabelle in church next
Sunday. The good man did and
upon meeting the GI on the street
on Tuesday asked if Annabelle was
improved or if he should repeat the
prayers.
"Naw," said the GI, "every-
thing's okay. She won Wednesday
and paid 7 to 1."
* * *
ROTC Student : "One piece fits
Supply Sgt. : "Yeah ? Which ?"
ROTC Student : "The necktie."
Definition of an extreme op-
timist : A man who sits in the back
row of a burlesque house and winks
at the chorus.
* *
It is remarkable how many
I oubtful meanings an allegedly
pure-minded person can find in an
entirely respectable joke.
* * *
She doesn't drink.
She doesn't pet.
She doesn't go
To college yet.
* *
St. Peter was interviewing the
fair damsel at the pearly gate.
"Did you, while on earth, indulge
in necking, petting, smoking or
tI! 
dancing?"
"Never!" she retorted emphatic-
ally.
"Then why haven't you reported
sooner?" asked St. Peter, "you've
been dead for a long time."
• * *
Then there's the one about the
manager of a theatre who got an
alarming call from one of his
ushers. The usher gasped that he
had just seen a man with a bear
in tow, and that they were now
occupying two seats in the loges.
The manager rushed out of his
swank office and found the man
anS the bear just as the usher
described them.
"Sir," said the manager, "what
is the idea of this ? Why did you
bring a bear into this theatre ?"
"Why not ?" the man shrugged.
"He enjoyed the book so much I
thought he'd like the picture."
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Photography teams with research
to slash industry's corrosion bill
Camera and Film work as research tools as International Nickel Company
develops new alloys which prove tougher and defy corrosion.
Each year industry saves more and more
millions on its corrosion bill by using
Monel*, Inconel* and other corrosion-re-
sisting alloys of the International Nickel
Company.
To develop such alloys, "Inco" main-
tains extensive research—research that
keeps photography on the job day-in and
day-out.
This is because photography provides in-
formation which can be obtained and studied
in no other way. Photomicrographs show
metal structure. X-ray diffraction patterns re-
veal the arrangement of molecules. High-
speed and time-lapse movies display the
workings of corrosion.
Industries, large and small, find photogra-
phy an important factor in their research—just
as they know it improves manufacturing, cuts
costs, and speeds many business operations.
"Today so many new applications of pho-
tography exist that graduates in the physical
sciences and in engineering find them valu-
able tools in their new occupations. Other
graduates—together with returning service-
men—have been led to find positions with the
Eastman Kodak Company."
If you are interested, write to Business and
Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
*Reg. trade marks of the International Nickel Co.
To stand up against intense heat and highly cor-
rosive gases, vital jet engine parts such as rotor
blades, afterburner, and insulation bindings are
made of nickel alloys. Illustration shows a Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft turbojet engine with after-
burner.
FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER
IS A BIG STEP
When the graduate leaves the college campus to begin his
career he is taking an extremely important step. For he is
leaving the area of directed-development in college and
entering the area of self-development in industry.
Closing the gap between his campus experiences and the
realities of earning a living is not easy. The complicated
maze of modern industrial society has made this transition
a tough task. While the craftsmen of former years grew up
with the business, the college graduate of today steps into
a strange organization at a relatively high level. He has
had no opportunity to understand, through a long period,.
the methods and operations of the concern.
During his first few years, he is finding his place in the
organization—learning its policies and objectives, and at
the same time shaping his professional career. He needs all
the assistance and guidance he can get.
Here at General Electric, hundreds of young men have
found that intensive efforts are made to "bridge the gap"
GENERAL
between college and industry—and to help young pro-
fessional people realize their goals. Through extensive
training programs, classroom study programs, leadership
programs, and guidance in professional development, care-
fully selected young men are prepared for positions of
responsibility and leadership in their individual fields.
Providing college graduates with the opportunity to know
the Company and find the right job in it . . . giving them
high-level, flexible orientation and training . . . offering
continued opportunity for professional growth are most
important tasks at General Electric. Nothing is more im-
portant—for our young professional people are our biggest
asset.
If you are interested in building a career with General Electric,
see your college placement director for the date of the next
visit of the G-E representative on your campus. Meanwhile,
for further information on opportunities with General Electric
write to College Editor, Dept. 2-123, General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady 5, New York.
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